EUROPAKAIA

Reconnect the disconnected: giving the ocean
back to the city

PROBLEMS

This is a study on the issue involving Vestre havn in Kristiansand and the
connection between Kvadraturen and the ocean. These are both good
qualities that should be linked together. This is currently prevented by
several barriers such as roads, fences, parking lots, the lack of pedestrian
crossings and industrialized areas. In order to develop this area, it is absolutely necessary to break up these barriers to establish a more functional
city life.
Some of the best qualities of the area are the sun conditions and the sea,
and these should be available to everyone and be an area for recreation.
It should be possible to create another solution that makes it possible to
develop good public spaces along the water. Today the urban life is mainly centered in the shopping street Markens gate and the quarters around
it, as well as the eastern harbor. Vestre havn is characterized as a more
industrialized area, with container storage, busses, ferries and the train
terminal. We want to bring more life to this area, and connect the harbor
with Kvadraturen, by focusing on Rådhusgata and Gyldenløves gate

GOALS

When it comes to green structures and public places in Kvadraturen, they
are completely absent from Vestre havn. While Austerhavna has well-established public spaces, industry has led to the lack of these in Vestre
havn. To be able to create the urban life that the municipality want, the
area around Vestre havn need to have a public function.
The way the situation is today the perceived walking distance between
Vestre havn and Kanalbyen (Channel city), with Kilden, is long. This is due
to the large container storage area one has to walk around to get from
the one place to the other. The solution would be to open up this area
and develop a more connected path to reduce the distance, by opening
up and removing the container area and create a more coherent path.
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TORSTEIN SANDVIN GROVEN, LA
KRISTIN ELISABETH GRØNBERG, EIE
RASMUS VIK, EIE
KIM PHAM, EIE
VETLE RIIS HALLÅS, BYREG
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Among other things this area is an important hub for Kristiansand, both
the train station and the bus terminal are in the immediate vicinity. For
many, this area will be the first meeting with Kristiansand, and it should
be easy for new arrivals to orient themselves to the rest of the city. The
problem is that there is no logic connection between the two. The area
appears fragmented and inaccessible. Today’s situation where large areas
are set aside for the bus terminal is inefficient utilization of this attractive
and centrally located area. The most efficient solution would be to connect the bus terminal to the railway station.
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SOLUTIONS
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In essence we believe that there is great potential in further developing
Vestre havn and reconnecting it with the city that, today, is so far removed
from the harbor. In locating the problems the harbor faces today, we also
formulated the solutions we believe could help transforming the area to
something that would benefit the people in Kristiansand. By connecting places of importance, reducing the barriers that separates the harbor from the city, reducing perceived distance and creating a connected
transportation hub, Vestre havn would become the place that binds the
city together.

